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Abstract

What is Virtual Reality (VR)? A professional tool, made to facilitate our everyday tasks? A conceptual mistake, accompanied by cybersickness and unsolved locomotion issues since the very beginning? Or just another source of entertainment that helps us escape from our deteriorating world? The public and scientific opinions in this respect are diverse. Furthermore, as researchers, we sometimes ask ourselves whether our work in this area is really “worth it”, given the ambiguous prognosis regarding the future of VR. To tackle this question, we explore three different areas of VR research in this dissertation, namely locomotion, interaction, and perception. We begin our journey by structuring the VR locomotion landscape and by introducing a novel locomotion concept for large distance traveling via virtual body resizing. In the second part, we focus on our interaction possibilities in VR. We learn how to represent virtual objects via self-transforming controllers and how to store our items in VR inventories. We design comprehensive 3D gestures for the audience and provide an I/O abstraction layer to facilitate the realization and usage of such diverse interaction modalities. The third part is dedicated to the exploration of perceptual phenomena in VR. In contrast to locomotion and interaction, where we mainly deal with the shortcomings of VR, our contributions in the field of perception emphasize the strong points of immersive setups. We utilize VR to transfer the illusion of virtual body ownership to nonhumanoid avatars and exploit this phenomenon for novel gaming experiences with animals in the leading role. As one of our most significant contributions, we demonstrate how to repurpose the dichoptic presentation capability of immersive setups for preattentive zero-overhead highlighting in visualizations. We round off the dissertation by coming back to VR research in general, providing a critical assessment of our contributions and sharing our lessons learned along the way.
Abstract - German
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Virtual Reality (VR) has taken root in everyday life. Or did it not? On the one hand, the industry took critical leaps forward and established affordable living room VR setups. Software companies are extending their products to VR and promise unique benefits, be it for entertainment or business purposes. On the other hand, however, researchers are getting more and more vocal (cf. Figure 1.1) regarding the omnipresent obstacles of VR that have not changed that much in the last decades: limited locomotion, inferior interaction, or the risk of cybersickness, to name a few.

Fig. 1.1: Mixed voices on Twitter regarding the present and future of virtual reality.

As prospective or even established researchers, we often question ourselves which impact our work in a certain area might have and whether it is “worth it”. So, is VR doomed as some people claim, or are there good chances that our research efforts will be rewarded? That is exactly the central question that unites the publications gathered in this thesis. As the title already reveals, we dive into multiple VR entities to win an impression of whether and how research might change the status quo of mainstream VR. The particular contributions range from fundamental techniques, such as novel locomotion approaches, to application domains, such as scientific visualization. We dedicate the introduction section to answering three major questions of the reader:

- Why was the thesis written (and why should I read it)?
- What is the thesis (not) about?
- How is the manuscript organized?
Note that this is a cumulative dissertation. Hence, in contrast to traditional manuscripts, the present synopsis is a high-level pointer to published works, rather than a verbose in-depth elaboration of a particular research topic. The main objectives of our synopsis are to establish a red thread through the conducted research, to familiarize the readers with the most important outcomes, and to draw conclusions related to the present and future of virtual reality.

1.1 Motives for Revisiting VR

One crucial argument among opponents of VR (research) is that the base approach of VR is not novel and has not evolved in the last decades. Nearly all “VR booms” and associated promises failed, and many of us see no reason to believe the opposite regarding the current VR era. In the early nineties, we faced first commercial setups, such as the Sega VR, and magazines predicted “affordable VR by 1994” [Eng92]. Now, more than twenty years later, VR is finally regarded as mainstream, arriving in the price range of consoles and high-end smartphones. Yet the idea remains the same: a stereo pair of images and head tracking form the basis for an experience that is well-known and being studied extensively for decades. So why is it worth reconsidering it?

As always, the devil is in the details. While there was no major invention that revolutionized VR overnight, several subtle advances and incremental changes—both from a technical and psychological perspective—give us enough reason to revisit VR. We can aggregate such changes in the following categories:

1.1.1 Hardware

When it comes to technology, the most remarkable progress was achieved regarding the three following characteristics of VR setups: affordability, comfort, and features.

Affordability. In general, the price tag is not important in research. However, readily available head-mounted displays (HMDs) created a joint base for VR experiments and increased reproducibility. Thanks to default setups, such as the HTC Vive ecosystem, researchers began to share their testbed implementations and best practices. This interchange enhanced the overall robustness and transferability of the results.

Comfort. In the past, wearing a heavy and chunky HMD unavoidably introduced bias due to discomfort, which limited the potential of VR. Nowadays, HMDs have an overall weight of around 500 grams and can be considered at least bearable for a prolonged period. More importantly, the show-stopping and dangerous cable clutter finally disappeared, be it in case of all-in-one solutions, such as the Oculus Quest, or even for desktop VR variants, such as the HTC Vive Pro with a wireless adapter.

Features. Affordable and comfortable HMDs compete on the market, and this competition ensures that manufacturers have to add unique features to their products.
Hence, users finally receive acceptable display resolutions and an increased—yet still narrow—field of view. Moreover, VR setups now include sophisticated and precise controllers to enhance the interaction with VR content. And, perhaps most importantly, room-scale VR paved its way into production, which allows us to utilize the most realistic locomotion technique—natural walking.

1.1.2 Software

The progress of VR is not only driven by hardware. Advances in computer vision were a crucial step towards enabling room-scale setups, be it in case of desktop-based infrared tracking approaches (e.g., HTC Vive) or standalone optical tracking solutions (e.g., Oculus Quest). On the developer (and researcher) side, the increasing spread of consumer-grade HMDs gave rise to the integration of VR hardware support into popular frameworks and game engines, such as Unity 3D [Tec18]. This integration, in turn, opens VR to a broader mass of potential developers, including indie companies.

More importantly, such a joint base facilitates the exchange of scientific results, testbed scenarios, assets, and tutorials. Hence, it is not surprising that the majority of current VR publications rely on Unity 3D or similar engines due to the significantly reduced turnaround time from idea to prototype. This significantly increased pace compared to the past decades is another critical reason for revisiting that discipline.

1.1.3 Humans

VR is an experience designed for humans by humans. Hence, an important factor we have to consider is the target audience. The digital behavior of people changed at a fast pace in recent years. By becoming more digital, our inhibition threshold regarding VR technologies is now lower than ever. For instance, advanced interaction metaphors, such as gestures, are already known from smartphones. Furthermore, 3D cinemas and similar stereoscopic experiences increased our robustness regarding cybersickness.

These behavioral changes potentially have a high impact on a set of VR research areas. In particular, aspects such as locomotion, interaction, and perception are vital candidates to be affected by the change in our (digital) nature. Hence, the thesis places a particular emphasis on these three areas while leaving out some other entities, such as audio.

1.2 Scope and Contextual Boundaries

The virtual experience is based on several sensations. The general impression is formed by what we see (vision), touch (somatosensation), hear (audition), smell (olfaction), and taste (gustation). Some of these aspects were affected more by the VR advances mentioned above than others. For this reason—and to maintain focus—the thesis
concentrates on vision and somatosensation and does not include research that targets audition, olfaction, and gustation. Of course, this does not mean that these areas are not worth further explorations. Particularly regarding olfaction [Yan+04] and gustation [Nar+11], we surely can expect significant advances soon. In the meantime, we take a closer look at the following research disciplines:

**Locomotion.** The manuscript provides a high-level overview and classification of VR locomotion techniques, be it stationary or walking-based. Moreover, we introduce and discuss two novel approaches based on virtual body resizing and natural walking: **GulliVR** and **Outstanding**.

**Interaction.** In this manuscript, we contribute the following advances to this very diverse research area:

- **Haptics** - by introducing a self-transforming controller approach
- **Inventory systems** - by establishing a VR inventory taxonomy
- **Gestures** - by designing gestures that an audience can easily understand
- **I/O abstraction** - by developing a framework for arbitrary, multimodal I/O.

**Perception.** VR setups impact the way how we see the (virtual) world and ourselves. We focus on two examples: First, we take a closer look at the *illusion of virtual body ownership*—a phenomenon that allows us to perceive our virtual avatar as our own body. We extend this illusion to nonhumanoid representations, allowing users to make novel experiences by embodying various creatures. Second, we dive into the area of visualization and examine how the dichoptic presentation of a VR setup can be “exploited” for *preattentive highlighting*.

### 1.3 Structure of the Synopsis

This dissertation consists of two parts: a synopsis and a collection of related publications. The main goal of the synopsis is to establish a red thread through the included papers by grouping and summarizing the conducted research in a high-level manner. For each research topic, the reader obtains a brief motivation, summarized contribution, and an overview of the results. In particular, the insights exposed in the synopsis are not meant to be a standalone report and should be regarded as pointers to the actual manuscripts. For instance, the synopsis does not provide particular $p$-values or source code to prevent a loss of focus.

Overall, the thesis covers multiple research objectives that are thematically organized in three chapters—**Locomotion**, **Interaction**, and **Perception** (cf. Figure 1.2). We start by taking a closer look at one of the most crucial aspects of VR, namely locomotion. After establishing a classification of the diverse movement techniques, we discuss two novel approaches for traveling in virtual environments. Both approaches share the common
### Locomotion

**CHI PLAY ’17**

- **Self-Transforming Controllers for Virtual Reality First Person Shooters**
  - Combining multiple physical proxies in one device based on slight changes in weight distribution.

**CHI PLAY ’19**

- **GuliVR: A Walking-Oriented Technique for Navigation in Virtual Reality Games Based on Virtual Body Resizing**
  - Traveling over large distances as a giant on demand. No cybersickness due to resized interpupillary distance.

**CHI ’19 late breaking -> CHI PLAY ’19**

- **Outstanding: A Multi-Perspective Travel Approach for Virtual Reality Games**
  - Leaving the avatar behind and switching to a third-person perspective with a superior overview while traveling.

### Interaction

**CHI ’17**

- **"I Packed my Bag and In It I Put...": A Taxonomy of Inventory Systems for Virtual Reality Games**
  - Classification, guidelines, and example realizations of VR inventory systems.

**CHI PLAY ’17**

- **Gestures From the Point of View of an Audience: Toward Anticipatable Interaction of Presenters with 3D Content**
  - Crowdsourced development of gestures that observers can understand and predict.

**SIGGRAPH ’13 -> WSC ’16**

- **MorphableUI: A Hypergraph-Based Approach to Distributed Multimodal Interaction for Rapid Prototyping and Changing Environments**
  - Using a token-based hypergraph algorithm to remove low-level I/O handling from application logic.

### Perception

**CHI PLAY ’18 works in progress -> IEEE CG ’19**

- **The Illusion of Animal Body Ownership and Its Potential for Virtual Reality Games**
  - First indications that it is possible for us, humans, to embody nonhumanoid avatars in VR.

**CHI ’19**

- **Beyond Human: Animals as an Escape from Stereotype Avatars in Virtual Reality Games**
  - Further confirmation of nonhumanoid embodiment. Design guidelines for games with animal avatars.

**Eurographics ’19**

- **Integrating Visualization Literacy into Computer Graphics Education Using the Example of Dear Data**
  - Exploring the visualization creation process of novices and the interplay between visualization and design thinking.

**IEEE VIS ’18**

- **Deadeye: A Novel Preattentive Visualization Technique Based on Dichoptic Presentation**
  - Preattentive highlighting by displaying the target object for one eye only.

**IEEE VIS ’19**

- **Deadeye Visualization Revisited: Investigation of Preattentiveness and Applicability in Virtual Environments**
  - Enabling Deadeye in VR and proving real-world applicability on the example of volume rendering.

* * title of the full paper

---

**Fig. 1.2:** The main part of the synopsis and the respective publications at a glance. Note that intermediate manuscripts, such as workshop contributions or works in progress, are not listed as standalone items to maintain clarity.
idea of virtual body resizing and eye distance modifications to allow natural walking over large distances without cybersickness.

In the second part, we examine four selected aspects of multimodal interaction. Similar to our walking-inspired contributions in the case of locomotion, we initially focus on the most realistic way to interact with objects in VR. More precisely, we explore the benefits of physical proxies on the example of a self-transforming controller that mimics different virtual objects through a weight-shifting approach. Such interaction with multiple objects requires a useful way to store and represent these entities in VR. For this purpose, we construct a taxonomy for VR inventories and elaborate it on three example scenarios. Then, as a sidestep, we escape user-centered interaction research and consider the spectators instead. Our question in mind is whether and how it is possible to establish gesture-based interaction that is comprehensible and predictable by an audience. Finally, after being confronted by such a diversity of I/O modalities, we see how a hypergraph-based abstraction model can be used to hide this complexity from users and developers to foster the usability of multimodal I/O setups.

The third part of the synopsis is dedicated to perceptional phenomenons that we can achieve thanks to VR. In other words, we focus less on improving VR per se and instead seek for possibilities to benefit from the unique features of such setups. We familiarize ourselves with the so-called illusion of virtual body ownership and transfer such feelings of embodiment onto nonhumanoid avatars. In particular, we see how VR allows us to become an animal and to gain novel experiences in the role of such creatures. Furthermore, we delve into the area of preattentive vision and learn how VR technology can be utilized to highlight objects in visualization tasks.

The synopsis is rounded off by a general discussion about the conducted research. We look critically at the overall contribution of this dissertation and express our final thoughts regarding the possible impact of our results on the status quo of virtual experiences.
Virtual environments evoke our sense of adventure and our urge for exploration. Hence, locomotion ever since had an important role in VR research. Consequently, we dedicate the first chapter to answer the question of how to get from point A to point B in a virtual environment. More precisely, we focus on VR games as a directly affected application area, as it allows us to initiate a more in-depth discussion. Hence, we replace the generic “user” by the more fitting term “player”. Naturally, the presented research is also applicable to other VR domains with no or minor restrictions.

In particular, this chapter outlines three contributions: an overview of the current VR locomotion landscape [KE] and two novel approaches that emphasize natural walking as the most natural way of movement. Accordingly, we begin by drawing a big picture of locomotion techniques to provide orientation and to establish a foothold on basic concepts, such as presence and cybersickness. Hereafter, we discuss the idea of virtual body resizing that lays the foundations for the two novel techniques GulliVR [Kre+18] and Outstanding [CKK19a; CKK19b].

### 2.1 VR Basics: Presence and Cybersickness

Before delving into locomotion and VR research in general, we need to revisit certain core mechanics of such setups. In addition to providing stereo images, VR headsets also track the head orientation, which allows us to look around in VR like in the real world. This impression is often described as a feeling of “being there” [Hee92; LD97]. Other popular wordings include the two terms presence and immersion—sometimes in an interchangeable manner. Throughout the dissertation, we utilize immersion [CCN14] when focusing on the technical quality of VR hardware [BD95; SC02]. In contrast, we use presence to describe how immersive setups affect our perception [Sla03]. Researchers often target the increase of presence when coming up with novel VR approaches, and VR locomotion is a prominent advocate for such presence-enhancing research [SUS95]. The most common methods to measure presence include the Presence Questionnaire (PQ) [WJS05] and the Igroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) [Sch03; SRF18]. Also, the Immersive Tendencies Questionnaire (ITQ) [WS98] can be administered before the actual survey to check participants’ tendencies to get immersed in an activity or fiction.

The feeling of presence imposes high demands on VR software and hardware. Minor faults or technical issues, such as a slightly offset locomotion or a sudden drop in frame rate, can have severe consequences regarding the players’ well-being and result in
Cybersickness [SKD97; LaV00]. Other prominent terms often used in this context are simulator sickness [Kol95] and motion sickness [Mon70; HR92; Ohy+07]. In contrast to the manifold reasons of cybersickness, the main cause of simulator sickness is an incorrectly adjusted simulator [Ken+89], i.e., a rather technical problem.

Cybersickness involves symptoms such as nausea, eye strain, and headaches. The main reason behind that negative phenomenon is a mismatch in our vestibulo-ocular system: Our vestibular system senses acceleration that ideally matches the visual input. When these signals do not match, the symptoms mentioned above are likely to occur [RB75]. Three popular explanations [LaV00] exist for such an undesired body reaction: poison theory, postural instability theory, and—the most prominent—conflict theory. Hettinger et al. [Het+90] also mentioned vection as a possible reason behind cybersickness. Vection describes the feeling of movement that relies only on our visual system and occurs when we, e.g., sit in a standing train and observe another train that is currently accelerating. Vection is influenced by several factors, including the field of view (FOV), the alignment and proximity of moving objects, and the optical flow rate. For instance, the combination of a large FOV and fast-moving objects that account for a large proportion of players’ view amplify the perceived vection and smooth the way to cybersickness. Hence, limiting the FOV is one of the possible approaches to reduce cybersickness [FF16; Lin+02].

Regarding VR locomotion, we recommend keeping cybersickness in mind and avoiding cognitive mismatches where possible. However, this guideline should not be pursued at all costs: “sickness-save”, stationary scenes without any locomotion will potentially miss out on a wide range of benefits that VR has to offer. Moreover, as shown by von Mammen et al. [VKE16], games might even benefit from an artificially induced cybersickness in some instances.

### 2.2 Overview of the VR Locomotion Landscape

In recent years, research [Bol17] and the game industry [Hab+17] created a plethora of varying locomotion approaches. As often the case, there is no “right” answer which one to pick for an upcoming VR game. Hence, the main purpose of our research article on player locomotion [KE] was to analyze the broad spectrum of possibilities to move in VR and to serve as a starting ground for further research and (game) development. The summarized approaches range from stationary methods that rely on gamepads to advanced redirected walking techniques that trick our perception into enabling unrestricted natural walking in a limited space.

Figure 2.1 outlines the proposed division in stationary and walking-oriented approaches. Stationary techniques, such as gamepad or gesture-based controls, do not involve a physical movement of the player. Hence, the main reasons for choosing such approaches are the lower hardware requirements, as we do not have to track the
absolute player position, and the reduced fatigue, as players can remain seated during a gaming session. On the downside, standing still while moving in VR usually comes with the risk of cybersickness due to the cognitive mismatch. Therefore, previous research [Med+16; Yao+14] suggests short, fast movements with no acceleration as one measure to combat cybersickness in such cases.
In contrast to stationary techniques, most of the approaches inspired by natural walking are intuitive and robust concerning cybersickness. A significant amount of research has confirmed the resulting superior realism of physical walking in VR and its positive effect on the perceived presence [SUS95; Uso+99; RL09; WH13; RL06]. Unfortunately, unrestricted natural walking is hardly achievable, as the physical room size imposes an insuperable obstacle. Hence, approaches falling in the walking-inspired category attempt to overcome this limitation in various ways—be it physical treadmills or redirected walking.

Apart from the outlined classification, our work contains a set of design implications to facilitate the decision-making process on locomotion in research and (game) development. We base our suggestions on the following three questions:

- What is our target audience?
- How important is exploration?
- What else happens during locomotion?

A general response to these questions can be extracted from Figure 2.1. For a more detailed discussion of each aspect, we invite the reader to revisit the full publication where we provide the corresponding design considerations.

### 2.3 Novel Approaches: GulliVR and Outstanding

Our research contributes to the field of walking-inspired techniques. We believe that the significant advantages of natural walking, such as the mentioned increase in presence [SUS95; Uso+99; RL09; WH13; RL06] or the improvement of our cognitive map [RVB11], are worth our research efforts to deal with the fundamental problem of physical space limitations.

In the broader sense, our approaches can be classified as a multiscale virtual environment navigation [Lam+09; AM16; ZF02; Kop+06]. Common locomotion methods are based on a 1:1 ratio between the physical and the real world, i.e., the traveled distance in the physical room roughly corresponds our virtual footprint. In contrast, we fit the virtual environment entirely into our living room by rescaling the player. In the remainder of this chapter, we briefly outline the core idea of virtual body resizing and how it manifests in our two locomotion approaches. Finally, we share some ideas about the general applicability of our work and its overall impact on the VR locomotion landscape.

#### 2.3.1 Virtual Body Resizing

Our core idea is to enlarge the virtual body of the player on demand. Such a transformation allows the player to travel vast distances in a room-scale environment using natural walking. We can obtain the same results by shrinking the size of the world...
instead of enlarging the player. However, we would not recommend that approach in practice for performance reasons. For instance, having a fully resizable environment usually interferes with baked lighting and also favors floating point precision errors.

At first glance, the idea is similar to a common flying approach, as both variants share the same camera position and velocity. However, flying is known for its severe cybersickness due to the cognitive mismatch of physical and virtual movement speeds. In contrast, enlarging the player comes with an increase of the interpupillary distance, as depicted in Figure 2.2. Although tiny variations of the interpupillary distance have been shown to have no measurable impact on size judgments [Bes96] and can even be applied unnoticed [WGP98], setting the modeled eye separation to a significantly different value compared to the physical eye distance results in so-called false eye separation [CLW14]. The resulting perceived image causes an altered size perception compared to real objects [WHR99], leading to a miniature world perspective. Renner et al. [Ren+15] and van der Hoort et al. [HGE11] also reported similar findings, confirming that increasing the stereo base (i.e., the modeled eye distance) makes objects appear nearer and smaller. This altered perception allows us to minimize the risk of cybersickness, as players feel like they are walking as giants (no mismatch) and not like they are artificially floating or flying.

2.3.2 GulliVR: Walking as a Giant

The GulliVR navigation metaphor [Kre+18] utilizes virtual body resizing to transform players into giants on demand. As giants, players can travel over large distances within a few steps, and switch to normal size once the destination is reached (cf. Figure 2.3). Although the underlying mechanism is straightforward, we have to consider several
degrees of freedom for proper functioning. First and foremost, we need to decide how fast the transition between the two scales should be. By means of a pretest, we found a sweet spot at $t = 0.005 \cdot \text{Scale}_{\text{giant}}$. As an example, our testbed scenario utilized $\times 100$ as a scaling factor, resulting in a transition of half a second. Slower transition times bear the risk of cybersickness, while faster or instant transitions favor player disorientation.

The main reason for us to emphasize natural walking was the expected increase in presence. Hence, we conducted a user study that compared GulliVR with the established point and teleport locomotion approach [Boz+16b]. Our results confirmed our hypothesis regarding presence. Furthermore, players in the GulliVR group walked significantly more and did not show any signs of cybersickness.

In addition to these fundamental advantages, our work established different possibilities for leaving the giant mode. In particular, we discussed the unguided, vanilla version, a crosshairs-based extension, and an automated pulling system, as depicted in Figure 2.4. The latter option is what we utilized in our testbed game: leaving the giant mode pulled the player discreetly toward the nearest point of interest to avoid unnecessary readjustments and frustration.

To summarize, GulliVR successfully introduced the core approach of giant-like traveling in VR games. The idea was later picked up by Abtahi et al. [Abt+19] and Cmentowski et al. [CKK19a; CKK19b]. In particular, these works confirm our finding that the increase of the interpupillary distance in giant mode prevents cybersickness, which is an essential requirement for the applicability of such locomotion methods.
In contrast to GulliVR, which relies on a consistent first-person view, the Outstanding technique [CKK19a; CKK19b] connects the virtual body resizing to a dynamic switching between first-person and third-person perspectives. In the unscaled state, players get the typical first-person view to perform short-range exploration by physical walking, detailed observation of local points-of-interest, and basic interactions, such as picking up objects. For large-distance traveling, we once again perform the virtual body resizing. This time, however, the avatar is left behind, and players obtain a third-person bird’s eye perspective. We display the virtual avatar at the players’ feet to symbolize their original first-person position in the world. This view allows the disembodied players to observe the surrounding area from an elevated view and to command their avatar by setting navigation targets using raycast aiming (cf. Figure 2.5).

Each perspective has benefits and drawbacks [STV06; Gor+17], i.e., the third-person mode is excellent for environmental perception while the first-person view is superior regarding interaction-intensive tasks. The introduced dynamic perspective switching combines the strengths of both views and achieves uncomplicated, overview-enhancing traveling with interactive, local exploration on demand.

Similar to GulliVR, the transition between the two modes—and even perspectives in this case—required additional iterations and prestudies. In our work, we proposed a fast, dolly-shot-like animation to improve the impression of embodying or disembodying the avatar. We also added a translation backward to achieve a comfortable 45° viewing angle after switching to the third-person mode and included a curved animation between both states. This curve emphasizes horizontal disembodiment followed by a steeper vertical growth, as shown in Figure 2.5.
To validate our technique, we compared *Outstanding* to the point and teleport locomotion approach. The results of our study confirmed a significant increase in spatial orientation while maintaining high levels of presence, competence, and enjoyment. Our experiments showed that players generally liked the idea of the dynamic switching between different perspectives and that they were able to use the technique without significant problems. Additionally, the work summarized the critical insights into a set of comprehensive design guidelines and established technical extensions, such as a catching-up mechanism to skip ahead and close the gap between the player and the avatar without switching perspectives.

**2.4 Concluding Thoughts on Resized Walking**

Apart from a classification of the current locomotion landscape, this chapter introduced two novel locomotion techniques that rely on virtual body resizing. The core idea was the enlargement of players on demand to conquer large distances within a few steps. Our main motivation was to emphasize natural walking as the most intuitive locomotion method, and indeed, according to our results, we succeeded on multiple fronts:

- the adjustment of the interpupillary distance prevented cybersickness
- the view from above increased the spatial orientation
- the approaches had a positive impact on presence
- players walked more, enjoying the advantages of physical movement [RL09].

However, such contributions always require critical analysis. Neither *Outstanding* nor *GulliVR* remove the room-scale limitation. Even if we can travel much larger distances
thanks to rescaling, we will eventually end up in front of a physical wall. For instance, in the case of GulliVR, players have to go back to normal scale, walk away from the wall, and re-enter the giant mode to continue traveling. For this reason, we position our approaches as additional locomotion methods and not as standalone solutions. More precisely, we recommend a combination with stationary approaches, such as teleportation, to facilitate such resetting and foster short-distance exploration.

As player resizing comes with specific strengths and weaknesses, we have to embed such techniques carefully in the underlying scenarios. In our testbed scenarios, players encountered a medieval, fantasy-inspired setting, where being a giant potentially fits the narrative. In contrast, we discourage the application of such methods in games with dominant indoor scenery: narrow, multilevel closed environments diminish the advantages mentioned above, such as the increase of spatial orientation, and further complicate targeting when switching back to a regular scale.

In addition to such scenery-related decisions, we recommend to consider the pace of the game: dynamic first-person shooters are less likely to benefit from such exploration-oriented techniques than slow-paced role-playing games or 3D adventures relying on big open worlds. However, note that players could easily get spoiled from seeing too far ahead, which requires additional techniques like the fog of war.

An important lesson that we learned from our evaluations is that players desire additional interactions while traveling as giants. For instance, in the case of Outstanding, players have to wait for their avatar to reach the destination, and just looking around quickly gets annoying. Digital games keep players engaged by introducing new events regularly. Similarly, we propose to include additional incidents that force players to switch back to regular size or to add specific actions as a giant. The latter option was highly popular in the GulliVR study, and players enjoyed their superhuman abilities while picking up and moving large objects.

To summarize, our research has shown how virtual body resizing can be used to design locomotion techniques with unique advantages, such as increased spatial orientation and fast travel without cybersickness. We suggest that rethinking player movement from scratch, as we did with Outstanding and GulliVR, is a more promising way rather than porting locomotion 1:1 from non-VR games. “VR-first” approaches allow us to take full advantage of the benefits that VR setups have to offer, and we believe that our and similar research efforts can pave the way to even more engaging and fascinating player experiences and game mechanics in VR.
Interaction

In the previous chapter, we mainly dealt with the issue of getting from point A to point B. However, locomotion is just a basic need in VR. To create an engaging user experience and fully benefit from immersive setups, we need intuitive, user-tailored interaction solutions that amplify our feeling of being in the virtual world.

This chapter covers four subareas of interaction and explores ways to enhance the scope of user actions in VR. Throughout our related research, our primary motivation was to make user interaction in VR as realistic and intuitive as possible. In particular, we achieved these goals by developing physical proxies [Kre+17b], rethinking virtual item representations [Cme+19; CKKew], designing comprehensive gestures [Kre+17a], and providing a meaningful I/O abstraction layer [Dai+13; Kre+16] to bring all these components together into a coherent VR ecosystem.

We start with object manipulation in VR and the possibilities to realize haptic feedback for such interactions. More precisely, the first section focuses on the design of input controllers that can accommodate multiple virtual objects via shapeshifting.

3.1 Haptics: A Self-Transforming VR Controller

One easy way to break presence in VR is to touch a virtual object without getting a proper tactile feedback [SVG15]. Hence, input controllers play an essential role in our virtual experience [Jen+08; YKM16; BM13]. In this section, we consider the design of such controllers on the example of first-person shooters [Zar+14]. We may assume that a well-crafted controller that feels like its virtual counterpart [Bro+15], i.e., a gun, can increase the feeling of presence. For instance, the Vive controller resembles a gun handle with a trigger, while other devices mimic the shape of two-handed guns to provide players more realistic haptics for games with such weapon types. Note that the actual appeal of such devices is not relevant, as players do not see the controller while being in VR.

Unfortunately, such devices cannot reflect the in-game weapon switching, which is a crucial element of most shooter games. Relying on a one-handed, pistol-like controller for a game where the current weapon is a two-handed rifle is less realistic than a two-handed input device, and vice versa. For this issue, our research proposed a self-transforming controller [Kre+17b], as depicted in Figure 3.1. Our controller adjusts its shape and handling according to its game representation, i.e., the device
feels and behaves similarly to a pistol in the first state, and similarly to a rifle in the second state. The transformation is done via a telescopic, motor-driven mechanism.

Our research contributes to the body of literature related to shapeshifting input devices [Mic+04; Ste+13; Nak+16; NYI13; I0016; KIH15]. Similar to Zenner et al. [ZK17], we rely on weight shifts in the device to modify the rotational resistance and the perceived inertness. Our design thinking workshop and subsequent evaluations revealed the following insights:

- controllers should be lighter than real guns (< 0.8 kg)
- controllers should be shorter than real guns (guns: < 25 cm, rifles: <40 cm)
- subtle weight shifts suffice (in our case, a 1:1.7 ratio of gun to rifle).

Our results confirmed that such an adaptive approach outperforms default VR controllers concerning scales such as appearance, efficiency, authenticity, experienced realism, and flow. Most importantly, 96% of the participants reported liking the overall concept of a self-transforming controller.

Based on this positive feedback, we suggest applying the same design approach to other weapons or virtual objects. For instance, the inclusion of a second rack that transports an equal weight toward the player allows simulating shoulder-fired missile weapons, which allows us to cover most of the weapon classes for first-person shooters. This kind of multifunctional physical proxies is also beneficial for other game genres, such as role-playing games or 3D adventures. In this regard, a retractable handle would enhance the design space with sword-shaped virtual objects, and simulate a switch between, e.g., a short knife and a two-handed sword.

3.2 Inventory Systems: Organizing Objects in VR

Transformable controllers that represent multiple virtual objects are a significant advancement toward a more realistic interaction in VR applications and games in particular. Being equipped with multiple virtual objects requires efficient ways to
manage such items. Storage interfaces, best known as inventories [Weg+17], are among the most commonly used features in nearly every game genre. Although carrying multiple items appears like a natural addition to interaction-oriented gameplay, most VR developers refrain from using inventories at all. For this reason, the goal of our research [Cme+19; CKKew] was to understand the peculiarities of VR inventory design. We applied the following scientific methods to achieve this objective:

- **in-depth developer interviews** to determine real-world challenges and pain points related to inventory design in VR
- **literature reviews** to sublime best practices on VR menus in general
- **games analysis** via grounded theory approach [CB07; GSS68] to identify the essential building blocks and characteristics of VR inventories.

---

**Table 3.1: Game-Related Requirements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stored items</td>
<td>type (tools, goods, loot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>size &amp; shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>complexity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.2: User-Related Requirements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensibility</td>
<td>item count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>meta information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>game speed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3.2:** Our taxonomy of inventory systems in virtual environments. This figure is read from top to bottom, starting with the requirements that we should take into account before and while designing inventories. The considerations are used to select design choices for each building block at the bottom.
The resulting taxonomy is depicted in Figure 3.2. Also, our publication exposes a set of design implications and demonstrates the practical use of our taxonomy in action. More precisely, the work introduces and evaluates three manifestations of VR inventories: a flat grid, virtual drawers, and a magnetic surface (cf. Figure 3.3).

The outlined work contributes to the area of VR interaction by decomposing the inventory design process into requirements and building blocks. The resulting taxonomy can be used to facilitate and improve the decision-making of researchers and game developers. There is a need for further evaluations of particular inventories. We assume that such additional studies will allow our community to create a big picture of the interplay between the individual building blocks. This understanding, in turn, will further improve the status quo of user interaction in virtual environments.

3.3 3D Gestures: Interaction for the Audience

So far, we have seen how to realize direct object manipulation with transformable physical proxies and how to manage virtual objects in virtual inventories. As usually the case in human-computer interaction, we explicitly focused on the user. This section breaks with this tradition and focuses on the observers, i.e., the audience instead. More precisely, the outlined work [Kre+17a] explores whether and how gesture-based interaction can be designed to be understandable by someone who stands and watches aside.

Why is it important to understand our interaction? Firstly, acting or playing in VR is often an experience that we can not easily share due to hardware requirements. In this case, our audience can benefit from clear, unambiguous gestures, which make it easy to follow and understand our actions [Hes+12; GJM11]. Secondly, audience-friendly and anticipatable gestures can be helpful during presentations [Hai+16; CJC16; Cuc+12; Tan+10], as they facilitate the process of message transportation [HEP07; Xia05; Bat+13].
In the Wizard of Oz experiment, participants were asked to perform body movements and complete a set of tasks, such as moving (the camera) forward. The wizard monitored the participants via the Kinect camera and triggered the corresponding behavior within the target application.

We relied on a Wizard of Oz experiment [Alt+04; DJA93; MGM93; SC93] with representatives from a typical audience to design multiple sets of anticipatable gestures (cf. Figure 3.4). By filtering and clustering the results, we established the following three distinct sets: bimanual gestures, one-armed gestures, and full-body movements, as shown in Figure 3.5.

An online evaluation revealed that two of the three gesture sets were indeed anticipatable, which supports our suggested approach of gesture crowdsourcing and emphasizes the benefits of gestures for comprehensible 3D presentations. In particular, we determined that gestures that rely on weight shifting perform very robust in terms of possible misinterpretations. Ambiguous configurations, i.e., where different arms lead to different interactions despite executing the same gesture, are rather hard to grasp and should be avoided.

For future research and applications, we recommend the following guidelines for anticipatable gestures:

- keep gestures as distinct as possible
- use full body movements (e.g., weight shift) rather than minimalistic gestures
- provide analog behavior for both arms.

Such gestures depend on the target application and the environment (e.g., the given VR setup). In our case, we considered the example of a digital planetarium. Hence, the
gestures might need an adaptation for a different use-case. Furthermore, we suggest to examine the learning curve of an audience in a future study, i.e., the aspect of how easily a gesture can be learned might play an even more important role than the initial anticipation. We also encourage similar evaluations for VR games, especially in combination with live streaming video platforms where player actions in VR need to be understood by thousands of viewers.

3.4 MorphableUI: I/O Handling in VR Applications

Sophisticated gestures and (transformable) controllers are only a few examples of interaction modalities that are possible in VR. Speech input, mobile devices, or gaze-based controls—we have a plethora of contemporary I/O modalities and devices at our disposal. This freedom comes at a cost, as the engineering workload involved in making applications fully adaptable in this sense is very high. Hence, we need a more efficient way to establish connections between applications and interaction devices rather than to integrate each device individually. A common approach to provide such interconnectivity is the introduction of abstraction layers [OBL07; JKN02; Sch+11; CW12; VGH12; KRR10] that decouple application logic from I/O handling. This is especially relevant for VR [HGR03; Tay+01; Bau+01], where novel devices are introduced at a high rate.

This section provides a pointer to MorphableUI [Dai+13; Kre+16]—a multimodal system that transports interaction data between devices and applications. Our approach is based on a taxonomization [Kin+12; RLL11; DH06; CMR90; MCR90] of event types, application requirements, and device capabilities. In short, each application relies on our API to state its requirements, and each device exposes its capabilities that describe the type of generated or processed interaction events (cf. Figure 3.6).

A token-based hypergraph algorithm is applied to generate iterative solutions that fulfill the application requirements given the currently available devices. As depicted

![Figure 3.6: The introduced operators allow substituting complex application requirements by combining multiple devices. For instance, rotating the dataset can be achieved by a combination of the d-pad of a gamepad and the stick rotation of a joystick. Users choose between such wiring possibilities via a mobile configuration frontend.](image)
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in Figure 3.7, our algorithm allows us to merge, split, and cast device capabilities, e.g., it is possible to combine a 2D swiping input on our phone with two arrow keys on a keyboard to trigger a 3D motion event inside the application. During runtime, our distributed implementation handles the event propagation and transformation via local and remote networks.

Our method removes the complexity of I/O handling from the application and allows the integration of novel devices without any modifications to the application logic. Also, MorphableUI introduces a visual configuration tool (cf. Figure 3.6) that allows users to select and adjust their preferred interaction methods. We can reconfigure these user-tailored interfaces [DF01; GW04; GWW07] during runtime, which emphasizes personalization and, in combination with device exchangeability, brings an additional benefit to rapid prototyping scenarios.

Although our work includes validation through a developer survey, we suggest conducting a detailed study that explores the benefits and drawbacks of such user-tailored interfaces. While some of us enjoy tweaking and personalizing the controls of an application, other users will find themselves overburdened by this additional complexity. Hence, as a next step, we strongly recommend an automated interface generation routine that learns from user behavior and provides a starting point for fine-grained configurations.
3.5 Applicability of Our Achievements Outside VR

This chapter was an excursus into the world of VR interaction techniques. We explored several ways to enrich our virtual stay with meaningful object manipulations and natural user interfaces. In particular, we have discussed physical proxies, virtual inventory systems, anticipatable gestures, and I/O abstraction layers. Similarly to the previous locomotion chapter, we dedicate this discussion section to a critical analysis of the outlined contributions.

More precisely, this section reflects upon the applicability of our work beyond virtual environments. In contrast to locomotion, most of our interaction approaches are transferrable to non-VR applications. Even more, certain ideas, such as audience gestures, were inspired by non-VR challenges, which further underpins the generalisability of such solutions. Hence, to make use of the full potential of our publications, we summarize their value outside VR in the following paragraphs:

**Self-transforming controller.** The straightforward applications are non-VR first-person shooters. From a technical point of view, there is nothing that prevents us from using the controller in a conventional digital game. However, we predict two potential challenges that we need to tackle. Firstly, our prototype purposefully ignores the overall appeal because players do not see the real controller while being in VR. Hence, the—now visible—difference in appearance between the proxy and its virtual counterpart might lead to a reduced increase in player experience. Secondly, the same circumstance could require a more extensive shift in weight that aligns with the virtual transformation.

**Inventory Systems.** Despite being an established game feature, we are not aware of any research that targets inventories explicitly. Hence, we suggest reconsidering our taxonomy for non-VR games. Even if we need to adjust the individual building blocks due to altered requirements, our manuscript is still a valuable starting point for further investigations. Ultimately, we suggest the creation of a general taxonomy that covers all modalities, including mixed and augmented realities.

**Comprehensible Gestures.** In a subsequent collaboration, we utilized our gesture sets in a digital planetarium. The presenter interactively navigates through the universe while giving insights into astrophysics and answering live questions. Our gesture sets greatly facilitate such communication. Hence, our crowdsourced gestures have a high potential for many 3D content presentation contexts outside VR that emphasize clear and anticipatable interaction on the part of the moderator.

**MorphableUI.** Many I/O abstraction layers, such as VRPN [Tay+01], were created with VR in mind due to the rapidly changing landscape of available devices. In contrast, our hypergraph approach allows for applicability beyond VR-specific setups. The transformation of interaction events facilitates the usage of non-VR devices, such
as mobile phones, in VR scenarios, and vice versa. Furthermore, the provided device exchangeability can be used not only for rapid prototyping and user-tailored UIs but also for interactions in changing environments that require dynamic, context-dependent interfaces. On the other hand, MorphableUI introduces additional overhead in complexity, both for users and developers. Hence, we recommend to carefully weigh up risks and opportunities before integration, because sophisticated desktop software (e.g., Photoshop) with hundreds of different tasks would most likely not benefit from dynamic UI generation.

To conclude, all of the outlined contributions have significant potential outside VR. Indeed, the conducted research needs to be adjusted (e.g., controller) or extended (e.g., inventories). Nevertheless, our essential observation is that VR-motivated research can remain relevant in human-computer interaction, even if the hype surrounding VR will not prove right.
In contrast to locomotion and interaction, this chapter deals with a more subtle, yet not less important aspect of VR, namely perception. While the outlined research of the previous chapters was dedicated to improving the status quo of VR, our work on (visual) perception focuses on the question of how users can benefit from the strong points of VR setups. In other words, the following sections explore the advantages resulting from the altered perception in immersive setups. In particular, we take a closer look at two research areas related to perception: (nonhumanoid) body ownership [KCK18; KCK19; Kre+19b] and visualization [KMK19; KK19; Kre+19a].

4.1 Nonhumanoid Avatars in VR

Most VR applications represent our alter ego by using a virtual avatar. Given that VR setups offer a high degree of immersion, the bond to this virtual body is usually much stronger than in common desktop scenarios. Put more simply, VR allows us to perceive the virtual representation as our own body. This perceptional phenomenon is known as the illusion of virtual body ownership (IVBO) [Sla+10], and previous research agrees that VR is an effective medium to induce such experiences [Sla+09; Wal+18]. However, the investigated scenarios were limited mostly to human avatars. Our research [KCK18; KCK19; Kre+19b], in contrast, focused on nonhumanoid representations, as we assume that this kind of unusual experience bears significant potential for several application areas, such as entertainment or education. For instance, introducing exotic avatars beyond stereotypic knights and wizards is a viable option to create refreshing and engaging player experiences in VR games. In an educational documentary, the usage of animal avatars could help us to understand the behavior of a particular creature better. Hence, the research on nonhumanoid IVBO outlined in this section is driven by the following motivational question: Is IVBO applicable to nonhumanoid avatars, and, if so, what potential does that phenomenon have for VR applications?

4.1.1 The Illusion of Virtual Body Ownership

To facilitate the comprehension of our nonhumanoid research, we start by a brief introduction of IVBO [LLL15]. This phenomenon originates in the effect of body ownership and the experiments on the so-called rubber hand illusion [BC98]: the participant’s arm is hidden and replaced by an artificial rubber limb, and stroking both the real and virtual arms creates the illusion of actually owning that artificial limb.
After further studies [TH05], researchers proposed a number of models [Tsa10; Ehr07; PE08; Len+07] to explain the interplay between external stimuli and our internal body perception. In particular, prior work concludes that, apart from visuotactile and sensorimotor cues [Sla+10; San+10], the IVBO effect is mainly impacted by visuo-proprioceptive cues (perspective, body continuity, posture and alignment, appearance, and realism) [Sla+09; Sla+10; PSS12; MS13].

The IVBO effect in virtual environments [Sla+08; BGS13] was mainly explored with anthropomorphic characters and realistic representations [LLL15; LJ16; Jo+17]. For instance, regarding avatar customization in games, Waltemate et al. [Wal+18] showed that customizable representations lead to significantly higher IVBO effects. A strong IVBO can produce various changes in (player) behavior [Jun+18; MVJ17], resembling the Proteus Effect by Yee et al. [YB07]. For instance, studies revealed a significant reduction in racial bias when players embody a black character [Pec+13]. Other examples include childish emotions arising from embodying child bodies [BGS13] or feeling more stable when having a robotic avatar [Lug+16]. Hence, prior work demonstrates that IVBO can be applied to evoke specific feelings and attributes [Kor+16]. Similarly, we assume that a strong bond to an animal caused by IVBO can also increase our involvement with environmental issues [Ahn+16; Ber07] and our empathy for animals [TS05].

Researchers have also expressed interest in studying IVBO beyond human morphology. For instance, Riva et al. [RWM14] posed the following question: But what if, instead of simply extending our morphology, a person could become something else—a bat perhaps or an animal so far removed from the human that it does not even have the same kind of skeleton—an invertebrate, like a lobster? If we consider exotic body compositions, as in the case of a lobster that has few properties in common with our human body, the idea of sensory substitution [BK03] might play an important role. Related to VR games, we could also consider such substitution mechanisms as playful interactions: e.g., we could replace the echolocation feature of a bat by tactile feedback in a VR game. Given the extreme diversity of real and fictional creatures, it is difficult or even impossible to research IVBO for virtual animals as a whole. Instead, previous research tackled isolated modifications of body parts. For instance, Kilteni et al. [Kil+12] were able to stretch the virtual arm up to four times its original length without losing IVBO. Normand et al. [Nor+11] used IVBO to induce the feeling of owning a more massive belly than in reality. As a first step toward generalization, Blom et al. [BAS14] concluded that strong spatial coincidence of real and virtual body part is not mandatory to produce IVBO.

Individual animals, such as scorpions or rhinos in one of our studies, have additional body parts that players might want to control. In this respect, prior work [Ehr09; GPE11] confirmed that having an additional arm preserves IVBO and induces a double-touch feeling. Steptoe et al. [SSS13] reported the effects of IVBO upon attaching
a virtual tail-like body extension to the user’s virtual character. These findings are relevant for a plethora of real and fictive nonhumanoids, such as dragons. The authors also discovered higher degrees of IVBO when we synchronize the tail movement with the real body.

Naturally, we need a way to measure and compare the IVBO effect in order to investigate whether and how this phenomenon influences our experience in VR. In this regard, the recent work by Roth et al. [Rot+17] introduced the alpha IVBO questionnaire based on a mirror scenario. The authors suggest acceptance, control, and change as the three factors that determine IVBO. In our initial experiments, we administered the proposed questionnaire as we were curious to see how it performs for animal avatars. Subsequently, we relied on this questionnaire in all our IVBO experiments to maintain comparability throughout our study results.

4.1.2 VR Animals: Applicability of IVBO Beyond Humans

The first part of our research [KCK18; KCK19] investigated possible control mechanisms for nonhumanoid avatars and the related levels of IVBO. In general, body ownership requires as much sensory feedback as possible to induce proper levels of IVBO. However, providing such cues is challenging for nonhuman characters because there is no straightforward mapping of controls—animals come in various shapes and postures. For instance, bats share a human posture and skeleton but have scaled arms or legs, i.e., they differ in terms of proportions. Tigers and dogs have an almost human skeleton, including the same number of limbs, but they walk on all fours. Other species, such as a spider, show a completely different skeleton and differ in the limb count. Our publication suggests the following control approaches for animal avatars to cover these different degrees of anthropomorphism:

**First-person full-body tracking.** The posture of the user is mapped 1:1 to the whole virtual body (cf. Figure 4.1). In this mode, being a tiger implies that we have to crouch on the floor. From a technical perspective, this approach usually requires an additional

![Fig. 4.1: Three virtual animals, their controls in full-body tracking mode, and the human avatar that was used as the reference for our IVBO comparisons.](image)
tracking of our hip and ankles, which we can easily achieve with mainstream devices, such as Vive trackers [Cor19].

**First-person half-body tracking.** For particular creatures, a full-body mapping might be too exhausting. Therefore, we designed an alternative that allows us to remain in an upright position while our lower body is mapped to all of the animal’s limbs. In the case of a tiger, each of our legs corresponds to two of the animal’s pawns. Hence, we preserve the sensory feedback and keep the physical effort minimal compared to full-body tracking.

**Third-person approaches.** In some applications, we control our avatars from a third-person perspective, i.e., we look over the shoulder of our virtual representation. However, this perspective is challenging when we turn around in VR. There are two ways to handle such rotation. We can either rotate ourselves, i.e., the camera, around the avatar, or vice versa. Camera rotation results in a virtual translation that does not correspond to our physical movement, which, as we remember, is a potential cause of cybersickness. Rotating the avatar can be done in various ways, e.g., by simply sliding the animal sideways around us or by using an agent-like behavior that tries to reposition the animal via natural avatar movement.

We relied on a mirror scenario (cf. Figure 4.2) to measure the IVBO effects of our control approaches for a tiger, a bat, and a spider. We chose the animals such that they differ from humanoids in IVBO-critical domains, i.e., shape (bat), skeleton (spider), and posture (tiger, spider). With this, we gathered the following insights:

- IVBO works for animals and even outperforms humanoid avatars in certain cases (e.g., bat)
- similarly to human avatars [Gal+15], first-person modes for animals outperform third-person approaches regarding IVBO
- half-body approaches are a compromise between IVBO and exhaustion: they reduce fatigue for non-upright animals without a noticeable sacrifice of IVBO
- users enjoy the superhuman abilities (e.g., flying) that come along with a certain animal or an additional body part.
4.1.3 Beastly Escape: Nonhumanoid Player Experience

It is one thing to be aware of nonhumanoid IVBO in virtual environments, but it is another matter to apply this phenomenon in favor of the user—or, in our example, the player. Unfortunately, there are very few studies on creature embodiment in VR, which makes it difficult for game designers to predict whether and how players will perceive animal avatars. As only a few games have touched upon this topic, best practices and design guidelines for such avatars are also lacking.

We contribute to this topic by an in-depth exploration of the design space, the benefits, and the limitations of animal avatars in VR games. Prior work indicates that such research should not be overgeneralized, because animals vary significantly among themselves: they differ in posture, their (loco)motion, and often have entirely different skeletons. Hence, in our work [Kre+19b], we decided to maintain a clear focus on a few specific representatives to gather sufficient knowledge regarding how we can embed such avatars in a gaming context.

In particular, our publication presented the game creation pipeline for escape room games involving three types of animals: a rhino, a bird, and a scorpion (cf. Figure 4.3). The escape room genre was chosen to allow locomotion via natural walking, which removes the need for additional navigation techniques, such as teleportation. As depicted in Figure 4.4, each game focuses on a different control approach and equips players with a “superhuman” skill that is typical for the respective animal. For instance, in the role of a bird, players have to use their virtual wings to fly and to create gusts of wind for object movement. Being a rhino allows players to use the horn for tricky object interactions, such as lifting and removing a lock through the cage bars. A scorpion offers even more unique interactions: in our game, players can use the tail and claws to cut their way through a labyrinth and defeat an end boss.

![Fig. 4.3: Our beastly escape rooms revealed that players enjoy the control over additional body parts that allow novel interactions and enable superhuman abilities.](image-url)
Fig. 4.4: The control approaches utilized in our example games. **Rhino** (full-body mapping): players have to stay on all fours; head movement controls the horn. **Scorpion** (half-body mapping): players remain in an upright posture and use the controllers to open and close the claws and to initiate a tail strike. **Bird** (full-body mapping): players use their virtual wings to fly and create gusts of wind.

Our publication provides a detailed discussion of the underlying decision-making process and reports an evaluation of the resulting games concerning IVBO and the overall player experience. We summarize the key messages as following:

- IVBO correlates with player experience and is an important factor in nonhumanoid VR avatar design
- games should emphasize the animal’s specific characteristics and abilities
- players have no trouble controlling additional and exotic body parts
- only directly controllable body parts should be visualized
- controls (e.g., full-body vs. half-body) should be designed based on the game-related animal abilities and the target audience.

Our experiments demonstrated that, by a smart choice of avatars, VR games could allow us to collect impressions and experiences that would not be possible or would be far less engaging in a less immersive setup. To put it another way, nonhumanoid avatars profit substantially from the current VR technology. One reason is the correlation between IVBO, presence, and game enjoyment. Hence, as follow-up research, we suggest disentangling these relations in detail. We assume that further exploration will encourage researchers and practitioners to consider IVBO as a helpful tool that allows the creation of novel and engaging virtual experiences.

Furthermore, we propose to study nonhumanoid IVBO beyond games. In particular, this phenomenon might have an impact on our empathy for animals and nature in general, or we could use it as an in virtuo exposure method [CHW97; Hof+03; Gar+02; Bou+06; Hof98; BWB14] to combat specific animal-related fears, such as arachnophobia.
4.2 Preattentive Highlighting in VR Visualizations

Animal avatars were just one example of how we can benefit from perception phenomena in VR. In this section, we continue the exploration of such phenomena and take a closer look at the area of visualization—an application domain that is well aware of the advantages that VR has to offer [Kra+06; SBN08].

Our primary contribution is Deadeye [KK19]—a preattentive highlighting technique for visualizations, i.e., an approach that allows us to notice an object of interest within a split second. The underlying idea is easy to explain: we highlight an object of interest by rendering it for one eye only. Technically, this is easy to achieve with an HMD, which makes this approach an ideal candidate for VR visualizations. The following sections provide a brief insight into the related research in the following manner: Firstly, we assess the status quo of visualization literacy [KMK19]. Secondly, we lay a foundation by establishing Deadeye for 2D visualizations [KK19]. Thirdly and finally, we transfer our approach to virtual environments and integrate Deadeye into real-world VR visualizations [Kre+19a].

4.2.1 Dear Data: Can Everyone Visualize?

In the course of this synopsis, we often regarded VR technology as something mainstream, i.e., as something that has an impact on our daily life. One particular reason was the overarching application area, i.e., most of our contributions can be used for entertainment purposes. In contrast, visualization—and visualization creation in particular—is usually considered a “serious” application area limited to experts.

Nevertheless, the demand for people being capable of creating meaningful and engaging visualizations outgrows the offer rapidly. Accordingly, the skills to understand and generate visual representations are more crucial than ever—skills that we often subsume under the general term visualization literacy [LKK16]. Hence, before tackling the particular issue of visual highlighting, this section explores how ready the mainstream is for visualization and how we can improve this status quo through education.

Our particular contribution [KMK19] is an explorative study on the visualization abilities of novices and a course design that encourages the creation of truly engaging visualizations. The book Dear Data [LP16] motivated our course. The visualizations in that book were created by composing visualization knowledge and creativity, and we wanted to know if students could be motivated to produce similar results in terms of comprehension [LRC12] and engagement [Bat+10; Bor+13]. Therefore, we emphasized design thinking [PN18; CKJ13; Gol94; CDC96; Bro10; RS12] and hands-on exploration of the visualization space [RHR16] to prevent students from any kind of tunnel vision that we often attribute to visualization novices.
During the course, our participants had to track certain data each week and create a meaningful visualization at the end of the week (cf. Figure 4.5). Interviews and online surveys accompanied our course in order to collect insights into the thinking process and pain points of visualization novices. Apart from the extracted creation process, as shown in Figure 4.6, we outline the following key observations:

- design thinking motivates novices to experiment with a broader range of visualization methods
- novices often skip the data analysis step and go straight to visualization
- novices tend to ignore the aspect of memorability [Bor+13; Bat+10]
- novices perceive collaborative visualization as more complex and less fun

To summarize, the enrichment of traditional teaching by basic design thinking principles (e.g., divergent thinking, brainstorming) encourages novices to explore and learn a plethora of visualization techniques without falling into a tunnel-vision pattern. We suggest that such novice-oriented approaches can increase the overall visual literacy of the broad masses, which, in turn, is also beneficial for VR visualizations—be it on the part of consumers or producers.
4.2.2 Highlighting and Preattentive Visual Features

As we have seen in the example of Dear Data, visualization is an indispensable part of modern communication. Designing comprehensive visualizations requires a deep understanding of how our visual perception works [NS71; IK01; Yar67]. In other words, making efficient use of particular visual characteristics helps us to create visualizations that excel in their usability and performance.

The following sections focus on one aspect of visual perception, namely highlighting, and its interplay with VR technology. Highlighting allows us to draw and guide [War12; Hal+16; BI13] the attention of users to a particular object of interest. One well-known example is the search function of a web browser: it uses color to highlight the occurrence of a query, which allows us to locate the results instantly. A more advanced example is a medical visualization that utilizes flickering to highlight suspicious cells or tissue and helps doctors with exploring the data. Cues such as color, flickering, shape, size, and motion are examples of so-called preattentive visual features [HE12]. Our visual system can detect such features in a glance, i.e., before our eyes initiate a saccadic movement. Consider the example in Figure 4.7: looking at such an image for a split second would suffice to tell whether or not there was a red circle among blue ones. Since a saccade usually needs about 200-250 ms [HE12] to initiate, researchers utilize that threshold to determine if a cue is preattentive.

One important property of preattentive cues is that they perform equally well with an increasing number of distractors. Those features are processed in parallel by our visual system and are not searched serially. That property is crucial when we revise our example with a full-page text search or the exploration of a huge medical dataset. Hence, advances in the exploration of preattentive features can provide substantial benefits [Wal+14; Suh+02; Col+06; Alp+11; GCC17] to visualization researchers and practitioners.

![Fig. 4.7: Left image: the target object is a red circle among blue distractors and can be recognized preattentively. Right image: the target object is also an outlier – either a blue square or a red circle (conjunction search). We have to search each object in a serial fashion to find the target, i.e., no preattentive processing is possible.](image)
4.2.3 Deadeye: Dichoptic Presentation for Highlighting

The core idea of our work on Deadeye [KK19] is to highlight an object by hiding it for one eye. We refer to such a principle when each eye is exposed to a different stimulus as dichoptic presentation. In general, that difference in stimuli leads to binocular rivalry [LLS96; Bla89; Fri12; AB05; Paf+11], i.e., our vision system enters a context-switching mode that allows us to perceive both monocular images alternately instead of experiencing a superimposition. Whether or not we can perceive binocular rivalry in a preattentive manner has been discussed in several prior works [WF88; DL74; TG67; AH98; FM09]. The prevailing opinion is that this phenomenon is usually too weak and overridden by more pronounced features [Zou+17]. Consequently, a dichoptic presentation has only rarely been employed in visualization or for highlighting purposes in general [ZCZ12; Zha14]. On the other hand, research by Paffen et al. [PHV12] and especially the work by Zhaoping [Zha08] has provided further evidence that we should reconsider binocular rivalry as a preattentive cue.

Our proposed approach has a unique advantage over existing highlighting methods: Deadeye does not modify any visual properties of the target and, thus, is particularly suited for visualization applications (cf. Figure 4.8). In contrast, all established cues have to alter the target in one way or another – be it reshaping, recoloring, or introducing a motion. Such changes in appearance can lead to data misinterpretation. Furthermore, reserving a whole visual dimension, such as color or position, for highlighting is an expensive tradeoff.

We verified our idea using a traditional evaluation approach for preattentive cues. Typically, a series of images are displayed for a short amount of time (100-250 ms), and participants have to decide for each image whether a highlighted object is present or not. A preattentive feature is characterized by a high success rate independently from the number of overall objects, also called distractors, in the image. In addition, we also explored the performance of Deadeye in a so-called conjunction search scenario (cf. Figure 4.7) [TG80; TG88; TS86; WCF89; NS86] by combining our technique.

Fig. 4.8: Applicability of Deadeye: highlighting of lines in a line chart (left) and visual storytelling in a scientific visualization of chemical reactions (right).
Fig. 4.9: Examples of VR visualizations that can benefit from our contribution. (a) Educational visualizations of particle physics [DPG18]: Deadeye can be used to capture and guide the attention of the students. (b) Immersive graph visualizations [Kwo+16]: utilizing Deadeye during user interaction to highlight the selected vertices and edges. (c) Dinosaur track formation [Nov+19]: emphasizing 3D pathlines of interest in unsteady flow visualizations.

with color as a second cue. Overall, our results allowed us to draw the following conclusions:

- Deadeye works preattentively
- Deadeye does not lead to headache or any other physical strain
- in contrast to the depth cue [NS86], Deadeye can not be processed in parallel when combined with other preattentive features
- the performance of Deadeye decreases with an increasing distance from the focus point, i.e., it is less robust in the peripheral area.

The weak spot of Deadeye is its dependence on stereo equipment because we have to render different images for each eye. Although the corresponding hardware became a commodity in recent years (e.g., 3D glasses, stereo projectors, 3D TVs), this mandatory requirement leads to an additional effort. For this reason, a more effective solution would be to transfer Deadeye to a natively stereoscopic environment, namely VR, and to apply our approach for 3D visualizations.

4.2.4 Deadeye VR: Going Beyond 2D Visualizations

As a follow-up to our original contribution, we explored Deadeye as a highlighting technique for visualizations in VR [Kre+19a], because such stereoscopic scenarios support dichoptic presentation out of the box. There are manifold reasons for visualization in VR, such as a better understanding of spatial relationships [SB07] or the increased presence. Hence, we also need robust and intuitive highlighting techniques. While specific preattentive cues, such as color, are not affected by the transition to VR, temporal approaches, such as flickering, often interfere with aliasing caused by constant micromovements in VR. To put it another way, establishing Deadeye as a highlighting method in VR without occupying any additional visual dimension offers significant benefits for the visualization community, as depicted in Figure 4.9.
We could not assume the applicability of our technique in VR as a given fact. Firstly, dichoptic presentation is a rather subtle cue that might be overridden by more pronounced features [Zou+17]. Secondly, our method suppresses binocular disparities for the target object. However, our vision utilizes the binocular disparity generated by the horizontal offset of our eyes to gather depth information, which forms the basis for our stereo perception [Jul60; Jul71; CB15; MP+76; MP79]. Therefore, we performed an in-depth evaluation, which revealed the following results:

- the preattentiveness of Deadeye is preserved in VR
- Deadeye performs robust under heterogeneous conditions, i.e., when distractors vary in protruding properties such as color or shape (cf. Figure 4.9)
- depth perception for highlighted objects is still possible due to occlusion geometry [TWA12] and multi-perspective observation [SSN88].

A second contribution of our publication is an example integration of Deadeye into VR volume rendering [Kra+06; SBN08], as depicted in Figure 4.10. Along with a GPU-based implementation outline, the manuscript exposes a qualitative survey that demonstrates the benefits and limitations of our approach. According to our results, Deadeye is particularly advantageous in non-greyscale scenarios and, in contrast to temporal approaches, does not suffer from typical VR-related issues such as aliasing. Furthermore, our participants noticed that the highlighted object could be faded in or out depending on focus. Simply put, concentrating on something behind the target allows us to suppress the Deadeye target completely and see through it. Hence, we suggest investigating this multistable perception phenomenon in detail, as it might have use-cases beyond highlighting, be it for visualizations or VR applications in general.

Fig. 4.10: Left: our experiments in VR with homogeneous and heterogeneous distractors. Right: VR volume rendering of medical datasets as our evaluated application scenario for Deadeye.
4.3 Concluding Comments on Perception

The approaches outlined in this chapter slightly differed from our research on locomotion and interaction. In the previous chapters, our contributions were mainly motivated by a shortcoming of current VR setups, be it the limited walking space in a room-scale VR environment or the missing physical feedback of a virtual object. Hence, we proposed methods to improve the status quo of VR by making virtual environments easier to travel and more interactive overall.

In contrast, our methodology concerning perception followed the principle of amplifying the strong points of VR setups. Thanks to the high degree of immersion that VR has to offer, we were able to apply the illusion of virtual body ownership to nonhumanoid avatars, which would be rather hard (or even impossible) to achieve in a desktop environment. Furthermore, we utilized a dichoptic presentation to enhance visualizations with a preattentive highlighting method that does not modify any visual properties of the target object. Hence, visualizations in VR benefit from Deadeye out of the box, i.e., without the additional hardware requirements of a typical desktop scenario.

We covered only a tiny fraction of (visual) phenomena that are possible in a virtual environment. Nevertheless, again, the bottom line is that such investigations aim at taking advantage of VR here and now, which further increases the application possibilities of immersive setups. Hence, as researchers, we have to ask ourselves whether and how we can operationalize the search for such phenomena. From our perspective, it is more promising to start in VR and to explore all nuances of virtual experiences, instead of porting existing approaches from desktop to VR, as is often done—with little success—with digital games.

This “VR first” paradigm, combined with divergent thinking (cf. our work on Dear Data), is something that can not be emphasized often enough concerning our perception in VR. With that, we do not only mean the exploration of real-world inspired perception phenomena: certain unrealistic perceptions, such as being an animal, are only possible in VR, which further underpins the diversity and advantageousness of such setups.
Conclusion

Throughout this synopsis, we explored three different areas of VR research: locomotion, interaction, and perception. We began by classifying the different movement approaches in VR. We outlined stationary approaches, such as gamepad or gaze-based controls, and summarized the benefits of walking-inspired techniques, such as walking in place or redirected walking. We then focused on virtual body resizing as one viable option to bring natural walking into our living rooms. Based on our GulliVR and Outstanding publications, we exposed how to use player rescaling to increase presence and spatial orientation while removing the risk of cybersickness.

Our stay in a virtual environment seldom remains limited to just walking—hence, in the next step, we presented various ways to enhance and facilitate interaction in VR. We proposed a self-transforming controller to increase presence and player enjoyment in VR games and embedded this topic in a more general discussion about object representations and inventories. Apart from these object-related contributions, we investigated gestures as an essential entity in interaction research. We emphasized the audience and created 3D gestures that are easy to understand and to predict by an observer, be it during a presentation, a software demo, or for entertainment purposes. Finally, we introduced MorphableUI, a distributed hypergraph-based system that facilitates the integration and usage of diverse I/O modalities in and outside VR, such as the aforementioned physical proxies and gestures.

In the case of interaction and locomotion, we mainly dealt with the shortcomings of VR. For instance, we addressed issues such as the limited space for walking or the (mostly) missing haptics. Our contributions in the field of perception emphasize the strong points of immersive setups. We have transferred the illusion of virtual body ownership to nonhumanoid avatars and exploited this phenomenon to create engaging and novel gaming experiences with animals in the leading role. As a further example, we introduced Deadeye and demonstrated how to utilize the dichoptic presentation capability of immersive setups for preattentive highlighting in visualizations. In particular, our technique allows guiding the attention to an object of interest with the unique benefit of not modifying any visual property of the target.

With these accomplishments in mind, we dedicate the remaining sections of this chapter to a critical assessment of our contributions and their potential regarding follow-up research. We round off the synopsis by presenting our concluding thoughts on VR research in general and outlining our lessons learned along the way.
5.1 Critical Assessment of the Contributions and Possible Future Work

We outlined 16 manuscripts in this synopsis. It is fair to assume that they differ regarding their overall impact on the status quo of VR and computer science research in general. Assessing the significance of a contribution shortly after the publication date is somewhat speculative, and the rating of own works is always prone to personal bias. Nevertheless, such an initial judgment helps to complete the big picture of this dissertation.

To maintain focus, we do not discuss each contribution in detail. Instead, for each research area, we outline the—from our point of view—most significant achievement(s), reason our choice, and provide possible follow-up research questions.

**Locomotion.** Our major achievement in this area is the introduction of the virtual body resizing concept. The award-winning *GulliVR* publication (*CHI Play 2018 honorable mention*) demonstrates how an appropriate adaptation of the virtual eye distance can be used to move at an increased pace without the risk of cybersickness. Although prior research reported that an increased stereo base makes objects appear nearer and smaller [Ren+15; HGE11], we are not aware of any previous attempts to utilize this phenomenon as a viable countermeasure for locomotion-induced cybersickness. Our core idea is applicable beyond games and entertainment, which is reflected by the diversity of citing sources [Ioa+19; DW19] and follow-up publications [Abt+19; CKK19a; CKK19b]. We see two possible research directions based on *GulliVR*: Firstly, the dynamic resizing approach has a straightforward use-case in multiscale virtual environments [AM16; ZF02; Kop+06], be it for urban planning or medical explorations. Secondly, we suggest further experiments on the significantly altered virtual eye separation. We believe that the induced change in the perception of object size and distance is a subtle, yet powerful phenomenon that creates opportunities for several novel VR experiences, such as the miniature world look in the case of *Outstanding* [CKK19a; CKK19b].

**Interaction.** In the respective chapter, we concluded that most of our results are also applicable outside VR. However, as our assessment focuses on VR research, we emphasize our work on self-transforming controllers as an essential contribution in this area. We regard this publication as a significant milestone because of our findings related to weight shifting and weight perception in VR. In contrast to the pre-existing opinion that a physical proxy has to mimic the virtual object as close as possible, our research demonstrated that such proxies could (and should) be significantly lighter and handier. Hence, we have shown that most of the commercially available VR gun controllers are on the wrong path, as they aim to replicate the exact look and feel of the real gun, which is unnecessary and even counterproductive. More importantly,
we have determined that a slight shift of weight is sufficient to convey the impression of holding a completely different object (or gun in our case), which paved the way for further experiments on self-transforming controllers [ZK19]. Since haptics plays a crucial role in our virtual experience, we argue that research on similar morphable controllers significantly advances the status quo of VR. As future work, we suggest a broader exploration of such transforming devices by including additional parameters aside from weight distribution. For instance, we can modify air resistance, as in the case of Drag:on by Zenner et al. [ZK19], or add a tactile surface representation similar to the Haptic Revolver by Whitmire et al. [Whi+18].

Perception. We outline two significant contributions—VR Animals in the entertainment sector and Deadeye in the area of visualization. Our work on animal avatars pioneered the concept of nonhumanoid body ownership in VR. In multiple experiments, we confirmed that IVBO applies to avatars that are very different from human beings. These insights allowed us to create novel, engaging virtual experiences with animals in the primary role. Our research promotes the injection of superhuman abilities, such as flying or using a virtual horn, into VR games as a central component of player experience. Although our publications emphasize digital games, we assume that animal embodiment is also a viable enhancement for other domains. In particular, we hypothesize that being an animal in VR increases our empathy for animals and might be applicable as an in virtuo exposure method to combat animal-related fears.

In contrast to this certainly unusual topic, our work on Deadeye, an IEEE VIS 2018 best paper award publication, is characterized by its simplicity and straightforward advantages for everyday visualizations. The discovery of a novel preattentive visualization method is a rare occasion. Together with the fact that Deadeye does not modify any visual property of the target, it is reasonable to assume a high significance of this contribution. The applicability of our method in VR is what brings out the full potential of Deadeye because dichoptic presentation comes out of the box in such setups. As a result, we get a (less than) zero-overhead highlighting method that is straightforward to implement while preserving all attributes of the target object. As a next step, we suggest to go beyond visualizations and to evaluate Deadeye for graphical user interfaces in VR, as they heavily rely on highlighting and attention guidance and would supposedly benefit from the non-invasiveness of our method.

5.2 VR Research and the Lessons We Learned

Our synopsis began with the question of whether (our) VR research is “worth it”. In the previous section, we outlined our most significant contributions and their potential impact. However, final publications are not everything—along the way, we encountered several hidden obstacles, failed at particular challenges, and gained scientific maturity.
Hence, as the last words of the synopsis, we summarize the essential lessons that we have learned during our VR research.

**VR first instead of fixes and ports.** We noticed that VR is often treated as an extension of conventional desktop-based computing. We hear people talking about “porting an application to VR” or reading changelogs of games stating that a particular element, such as the user interface or locomotion, “was adapted to VR”. From our experience, this approach of taking an application, rendering it in stereo, i.e., in VR, and then asking oneself how to fix the countless usability issues is worrying, saying the least. Not only that such fixes are difficult or sometimes even impossible to achieve—this patching process leaves a certain after-taste and increases the overall skepticism regarding the maturity of VR. Moreover, how often have we witnessed applications that remained unusable in VR, no matter how many patches were applied? We argue that, as researchers and practitioners, we must distance ourselves from this “port-and-fix” mindset. If we really want to create meaningful experiences in VR, we have to embrace this entity as a whole, with all its benefits and drawbacks, which often means starting from scratch. Do not get us wrong here, most principles of human-computer interaction still apply to virtual environments, and that brings us to the next point:

**Reinventing the wheel in VR.** For years, VR research is booming. Related conferences, such as the *IEEE VR*, went from meet-ups with a few hundred attendees to multi-track symposiums with thousands of visitors. Conferences on human-computer interaction, such as the *ACM CHI*, dedicate multiple sessions to VR research nowadays. This seemingly rapid progress has both advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, the increasing number of scientists is, without a doubt, an essential factor for the sustainable success of VR. More workforce results in more ideas and broader dissemination of the respective findings thanks to our lively, vibrant community. On the other hand, we noticed that VR research is occasionally accompanied by some superficiality—instead of diving into the literature on stereoscopic environments from the nineties, we tend to overlook previous efforts and claim novelty just because nobody tried our method before with an up-to-date VR HMD.

Another example of reinventing the wheel is to (re-)publish methods and applications by adding *in VR* to the title. Not all tasks are automatically better in a virtual environment—we would even go so far as to say that most daily use-cases are better off without VR. We should always ask ourselves, whether the VR-induced benefits to our application justify the fact that people have to put on a slightly uncomfortable HMD, potentially experience cybersickness, and lose the advantages of a desktop environment, such as efficient text input. For instance, we needed VR in our animal avatar research, as we built upon the virtual body ownership illusion. Otherwise, a non-VR setup would have enabled such nonhumanoid experiences for a wider audience. This example also introduces the last lesson we want to share:
Simulations vs. unrealistic experiences. Certainly, we can utilize the provided immersion of VR setups for ultra-realistic simulations. We can design our virtual stay to match our real life as close as possible. However, in our opinion, one of the greatest strengths of VR is to deliver unrealistic experiences. In VR, we are faced with unique opportunities and activities that are not available to us in the real world. In our experiments, the participants were particularly attracted by various unrealistic actions like flying or interacting with a miniaturized world as a giant. Ultimately, we believe that such novel experiences are vital to the success of VR because curiosity is an integral part of human nature.
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